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The White-breasted Nuthatch is a year-round resident of southern New England’s
forests.
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Based

on nearly 31,000
observations, the populations of every species of
forest bird in eastern C onnecticut and Rhode Island
are being computed.
Because large numbers of
observations have been
made on each bird species, populations can be
computed to a high degree
of accuracy. Furthermore,
because observations in
eastern Connecticut have
been repeated over four

years, the generality of the
estimates can be assessed.

Populations have been
fairly consistent during the
years of the study.

The White-breasted Nuthatch provides a case
study. Based on 459 observations, the number of
summering Nuthatches
per square kilometer is 6.7
in eastern Connecticut and
5.0 in Rhode Island. In
winter, 695 observations
show that densities rise to
7.2 in eastern Connecticut
and 7.6 in Rhode Island.

Present research is investigating how bird populations vary as a consequence of geographic differences in habitat factors.
In particular, the role of
habitat in influencing species diversity and community density is being assessed.
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D ETECTABILITY P ROFILES
Y I E L D P OPULATION
ESTIMATES
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“Detectability
is the measure
of how easy it
is to find a
bird.”

The detectability curve of the Red-shouldered Hawk
shows a dropoff in probability of detection with distance
from an observer.

E very

species of bird has
its own particular detectability profile. Detectability
is the measure of how
easy it is to find a bird.
Typically, birds very close
to an observer can be
found 100% of the time,
but detectability drops
when birds are further
away.
How quickly the rate of detectability declines is
measured with a detectability curve. This curve is
fitted to field data on bird
detection distances. Curve
fitting uses mathematical
procedures that compare
the shape of curves to actual data. When a curve
(also known as a mathematical model) is judged to
adequately represent the
data, the curve can be
used to generate population estimates.
.
In the case of the Red-

shouldered Hawk, the detectability curve yields average (based on four years
of data) summer populations of 0.13 birds per
square kilometer in eastern Connecticut and
Rhode Island.
Winter
populations are 0.04 in
eastern Co nnecticut and
0.02 in Rhode Island.

Birds per square kilometer
of the small summer resident Broad-winged Hawk
(with a detectability that
drops off quickly with distance) is 0.16 in eastern
Connecticut and 0.49 in
Rhode Island.
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The detectability curve of the Broad-winged Hawk shows a
markedly different shape from that of the Red-shouldered
Hawk.
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U P C O M I N G P ROJECTS :
C OASTAL T HICKETS
As

we enter the final year
of the Forest Bird Survey of
Southern New England, we
are preparing to make use
of our findings in crafting
follow-up studies. One of
the key findings of the survey has been the importance of coastal woodlands
and thickets in harboring
winter populations of resident bird species. Population densities of many of our
species tend to concentrate
in these habitats during the
winter months. In fact, their
numbers actually increase
from summer to winter.
Although coastal woodlands
are disproportionately valuable for wintering bird species, they are in short supply. Hence, populations that
rely on them to survive are
potentially threatened. To
assist with remedying this
situation, BCR is developing Although widespread in coastal Rhode Island, American
a program of habitat resto- Holly is rare in Connecticut. This specimen in Stonington
ration for the rarest coastal is one of the few present in Connecticut’s coastal forests.
woodland habitat– shoreline thickets.
most have been degraded
these habitats.
Shoreline thickets once cov- by centuries of human activered much of the coasts of ity. Many thickets lack full
Part of the process of re sConnecticut and Rhode sI - tree species compliments.
toration will involve reland, and contained a displanting missing species
tinctive flora that included a To begin the process of
in degraded areas. Surnumber of southern species habitat restoration, BCR has
viving local populations
that reach their range limit undertaken an inventory of
will act as source materion these shores. Species existing thickets in Connectials. Pilot studies are exlike the American Holly, cut and Rhode Island to 1)
amining seed germinaSmooth Holly, Persimmon, locate remnant populations
tion and propagation
Post Oak and Chinkapin Oak of surviving species, 2) asthrough cuttings.
are among these. Today, sess the degree of degradamost of the area once cov- tion of these thickets, 3)
ered by these habitats is in locate sites where thicket
residential development. restoration may be underSurviving coastal thickets taken and 4) assess more
are highly fragmented, and fully present bird use of

“Although
coastal
woodlands
are
disproportion
ately valuable
for wintering
bird species,
they are in
short supply.”
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________________

you have not yet done
so, please support our annual membership drive by
returning your member renewal form. Your memberships have recently purchased for us the latest in

statistical analysis software, paid our student interns, and helped defray
our considerable travel expenses. In order to expand
our programs we need your
continued support.

Please help bird conservaton by renewing your
membership.
Membership applications and payment options are also
available
at
www.
birdconservation-research.
org.

